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Background: Design of surgical staplers continues to advance with more consistent staple formation that can lead to higher leak 
pressures and lower rates of leak along the staple line. This study was performed to compare the Ethicon Echelon™+ Stapler with 
Thunderbird reloads to two other currently available commercial staplers, Reach Anzhi and Fulbright Lunar with corresponding 
reloads.
Methods: The rate of malformed staples for three staplers was determined in porcine stomach (3.0–3.3 mm thickness) via CT 
scanning. Staple line air leak pressures in bronchial tissue (3.0–3.3 mm) and fluid leak pressures in colon (1.3–1.7 mm) were measured 
and compared to a standard success criterion for both tissues.
Results: The rate of malformed staples in gastric tissue for Echelon+ was more than 90% lower than for the two other commercial 
staplers (p < 0.001). In bronchus, Echelon+ had 56% higher air leak pressures than Reach Anzhi (p < 0.001) and was not significantly 
different from Fulbright Lunar. In colon, Echelon+ had over twice the fluid leak pressures of the comparators (p < 0.001).
Conclusion: The Echelon+ Stapler with Thunderbird reloads exhibited a low rate of malformed staples, and its staple lines withstood 
high leak pressures in both thick and thin tissues. Clinical studies are needed to confirm that these observed benefits carry over into 
actual practice.
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Introduction
In 1908, Hungarian surgeon Humer Hultl and Hungarian surgical device designer Victor Fisher developed the first 
internal surgical stapler.1 Since their introduction, surgical staplers have continuously evolved and are one of the most 
widely used surgical instruments for tissue transection, resection and creation of anastomoses. The evolution of the 
modern stapler facilitated the development of minimally invasive surgery, particularly in thoracic and general surgery. 
For instance, stapling has become part of the standard of care in video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) to treat lung 
cancer.2 Stapling also makes the method of extracorporeal/intracorporeal anastomosis in laparoscopic surgery possible 
for gastric cancer patients with faster recovery and less pain compared with open surgery.3

As the volume of minimally invasive surgery using staplers that grows throughout the world, it is important that 
medical device manufacturers continue to develop and then evaluate stapling surgery outcomes. Although today's 
surgical staplers are safe, efficient, and reliable, a potential risk still exists for staple-line failures, leading to complica-
tions, including leakage from staple lines, bleeding, and fistula formation.4–6 In addition to staple-line failures, other 
complications that have been reported as adverse events (AE) related to tissue stapling include tissue damage due to 
fragility, stapler rocking during stapling, stapler-tissue thickness mismatch and technical failure.7

While various designs of surgical staplers are available, most staplers bend the staples into a B configuration that aids 
in securing the tissue. During the stapler firing sequence, malformed staples can result if the unformed staples do not 
properly align with the anvil pocket. Various tissue characteristics including tissue thickness, tissue viscosity, and 
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differing properties between layers of tissue (eg, cartilage and mucosa in bronchus) can cause malformed staples to occur 
due to the staple leg being dragged or deflected during firing. Selecting the appropriate cartridge for a given target firing 
based on tissue characteristics is also critical as a mismatch could compromise the integrity of the staple line. In addition, 
staple properties such as staple diameter, unformed height, bending characteristics and metal composition can affect the 
staple leg’s ability to overcome tissue variation.8 Malformed staples can also occur if the stapler is fired over clips or 
a similar obstruction or the device fails to release from tissue.9,10

The Echelon+ Stapler with Thunderbird reloads (TBGST, Figure 1) has an advanced anvil curvature as well as wide, 
tapered staple pockets that are designed to improve the capture and formation of staples when the stapler is fired. The 
powered firing of the Echelon+ TBGST stapler adapts to tissue thickness; when used on thicker tissue, the speed of 
stapler firing decreases ensuring compression is uniform throughout the staple line, and staple formation is optimal.11 The 
Gripping Surface Technology (GST) incorporated in the Thunderbird reloads, provides improved tissue manipulation 
while securely holding tissue during stapling to improve tissue approximation and seal strength.12–16 In addition, the 
TBGST reload has glass fiber technology in the sled and driver for enhanced strength which is designed to provide better 
staple formation.

To simulate the challenging conditions that may occur in surgery, we present here the results of a series of 
comparative ex-vivo tests performed in a laboratory-based setting. Staple form quality on relatively thick porcine 
stomach, as well as fluid leak pressure in colon and air leak pressure in bronchus were evaluated. Staplers evaluated 
were the Echelon+ TBGST Stapler with Thunderbird Reloads, the Reach Anzhi stapler and the Fulbright Lunar stapler 
with their corresponding reloads. These three staplers represent the most prevalent China commercial devices in the 
category of single-use powered articulating endoscopic cutter staplers.

Methods
All tissue testing was performed on ex vivo samples sourced from a commercial food supplier, hence no internal review 
board was necessary. Devices evaluated were the Echelon™+ stapler with Thunderbird (TBGST) reloads (PSEE60A 
stapler, GCFLGB/GCFLGG reloads, Ethicon, Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA), the Reach Anzhi stapler with reloads 
(IM60AM stapler with REC60BLU/REC60GRN reloads, Reach Surgical Co., Ltd, Tianjin, China), and the Fulbright 
Lunar stapler with reloads (FSAM60 stapler with FMCB60/FMCG60 reloads, Fulbright Medical Inc., Wuxi, Jiangsu, 
China). The number of firings for all staplers was similar at the left, right and straight articulation positions.

Figure 1 The Echelon+ Stapler with Thunderbird reloads.
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Staple Form in Stomach
Porcine stomach of thickness 3.0–3.3 mm, determined by applying an 8 g/mm2 pressure for 15 seconds prior to 
measurement,17 was stapled of the stapler using a green reload. The tissue was mounted on tongue depressors 
using cyanoacrylate glue during computed tomography (CT) scanning. The imaging system (X50 CT System, 
North Star Imaging, Rogers, MN) was operated at 70 kV, 170 µA, for 720 projections at an 11.9 µm focal spot 
size. The scanned image was reconstructed with efX-CT Computed Tomography Reconstruction and Visualization 
(North Star Imaging). Images were analyzed by Kinetic Vision Inc. (Cincinnati OH) to provide staple form quality 
(SFQ). SFQ is a 5-point grading scale (Figure 2), with a score of 1–2 considered well formed, and 3–5 considered 
malformed.18 Statistical comparisons were performed using Fisher’s exact test with α = 0.05.

Bronchus Leak Pressure
Porcine bronchus of thickness 3.0–3.3 mm, determined by applying an 8 g/mm2 pressure for 15 seconds prior to measure-
ment, was stapled at one end of the stapler using a green reload. Air leak testing was performed using a custom system 
designed by Advint LLC (Reynoldsburg OH) based on a metering pump (Pulsatron, Pulsafeeder, Punta Gorda, Florida) to fill 
the anastomosis with air at a rate of pressure increase of approximately 60 mmHg per minute with incremental steps every 15 
seconds. Data were censored at 250 mmHg. The leak onset pressure was recorded, and the proportion of leakers below 88 
mmHg was tallied. This criterion was chosen based on 88 mmHg being the maximum exhalation pressure that the diaphragm 
and thoracic muscles have been observed to exert.19 Statistical comparison was performed via Student’s t-test for mean 
observed leak pressure and Fisher’s exact test for frequency of leak at a pressure less than 88 mmHg with α=0.05.

Colon Leak Pressure
Staple firings using blue reloads were performed longitudinally on porcine colon of a selected tissue thickness range (1.5 ± 
0.2 mm). The proximal end of the staple line was attached to a barbed Luer lock fitting and securely tied with a suture. The distal 
end was sealed with a zip tie and any leak at the zip tie was ignored unless the leak rate affected the recorded pressure, in which 
case the specimen was discarded. A computer-controlled pressure ramp-up rate of 30 mmHg/minute was utilized with dyed 
room-temperature water. Fluid leaks were visually identified as originating from the staple line or the cut line. If a staple line leak 
occurred, testing was continued until there was a cut line leak. Statistical comparison was performed via Student’s t-test for 
mean observed leak pressure and Fisher’s exact test for frequency of leak at a pressure less than 30 mmHg with α=0.05.20

Results
In Staple Form Quality testing in 3.0–3.3 mm stomach with green loads (Table 1, Figure 3), Echelon+ TBGST produced 
97% fewer malformed (Category 3 or higher) staples than Fulbright Lunar and 92% fewer malformed staples than Reach 
Anzhi (p < 0.001).

Figure 2 Staple Form Quality categories. Scores of 1–2 were considered well-formed, whereas 3–5 were considered malformed.
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In air leak testing in the bronchus with green reloads (Figure 4), Echelon+ TBGST had a similar mean air leak 
pressure to Fulbright Lunar (p = 0.187), and a 56% higher mean leak pressure than Reach Anzhi (p < 0.001). Both the 
Echelon+ TBGST and Fulbright Lunar had no leaking below the 88 mmHg criterion, while Reach Anzhi had a 22% rate 
of leaking below the criterion, significantly higher than Echelon+ TBGST (p = 0.011).

In fluid leak testing in the colon with blue reloads (Figure 5), Echelon+ TBGST had a 102% higher median leak 
pressure than Fulbright Lunar (p < 0.001) and 107% higher leak pressure than Reach Anzhi (p < 0.001). For the 
percentage of samples leaking below the 30 mmHg criterion, Echelon+ TBGST had 71% fewer leaks than Fulbright 
Lunar, and 76% fewer leaks than Reach Anzhi (p < 0.001).

Discussion
Surgical staplers are used universally in laparoscopic procedures and are known to be reliable and convenient. Even 
though surgical staplers have low failure rates overall, bleeding and leakage are the leading complications that can 

Table 1 Summary of Comparisons Between Staplers

Test Ethicon  
Echelon + TBGST

Reach Anzhi p-value vs 
Echelon + TBGST

Fulbright Lunar p-value vs 
Echelon + TBGST

Gastric Staple Form Quality, % 

malformed

0.6% (17/2816) 7.1% (203/2874) <0.001 18.6% (523/2816) <0.001

Bronchus air leak onset 

pressure, mean ± st dev

205.2 ± 54.9 mmHg 

(n=32)

131.2 ± 50.8 

mmHg (n=32)

<0.001 221.6 ± 42.6 mm 

Hg (n=32)

0.187

Bronchus air leak onset 

pressure <88 mmHg

0.0% (0/32) 21.9% (7/32) 0.011 0.0% (0/32) 1.000

Colon fluid leak onset pressure, 

median

35.7 mmHg (n=32) 17.2 mmHg 

(n=35)

<0.001 17.7 mmHg 

(n=34)

<0.001

Colon fluid leak onset pressure 

<30 mmHg

25.0% (8/32) 94.3% (33/35) <0.001 82.4% (28/34) <0.001

Figure 3 Percentage of malformed staples by SFQ (Staple Form Quality) category for Echelon+ TBGST, Reach Anzhi and Fulbright Lunar staplers in gastric tissue.
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increase the occurrence of morbidities and mortalities in surgery. Tissue thickness has been adduced as a factor in the 
mechanical integrity of the staple line, which may be a contributing factor to staple-line bleeding and leakage.21 In order 
to optimize staple formation, matching staple height to tissue thickness is the most common challenge to be overcome. 
Gastric tissue thickness is highly associated with difficulty in proper staple formation and serosal laceration in sleeve 
gastrectomy.11 Besides the gastric wall, thick tissue also is present in rectum in gastrointestinal surgery.22 The most 
common clinical practice scenario is transection/resection of gastrointestinal (GI) tissue and creation of anastomosis in 

Figure 4 Boxplot of bronchus air leak pressures for Echelon+ TBGST, Reach Anzhi and Fulbright Lunar staplers. Dotted lines represent target minimum values of 88 mmHg. 
Circles represent individual points, whereas those with a cross show statistical outliers. An asterisk represents a significant difference versus Echelon+ TBGST.

Figure 5 Boxplot of colon fluid leak pressures for Echelon+ TBGST, Reach Anzhi and Fulbright Lunar staplers. Dotted lines represent target minimum values of 30 mmHg. 
Circles represent individual points, whereas those with a cross show statistical outliers. Asterisks represent a significant difference versus Echelon+ TBGST.
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laparoscopic procedures. GI tissues are considered biphasic with solid and liquid components, which may affect the 
manner in which staples are formed.23

In thoracic surgery, lung parenchyma can be thick in wedge resection depending on the cutting extension,24 and torn 
visceral pleura can lead to bleeding and air leakage.25,26 Bronchial stapling is another challenge in lung resection 
procedures, with possible post-operative complications of bronchopleural fistula formation and bleeding.7 The bronchial 
outer diameter is correlated with the compressed thickness, which is negatively related to the air leak pressure.27 

Currently, one-third of the lung resection procedures is down-staging tumors after neoadjuvant treatment, where 
inflammation and fibrosis may lead to edema and adhesion, adding another factor to consider in assessing tissue and 
placement of stapler.28 Challenges when stapling lung tissue include slippage between the stapler surface, cartilage 
pieces, and mucosal tissues during firing, which may lead to malformation of staples. Increased resistance of cartilage 
would further lead to the possibility of penetration inconsistency of both legs and failure to align to the anvil pockets. 
Minor and/or major stapling failure could cause intra-operative air leak and post-operative bronchopleural fistula.7

Commonly, the staple is formed into a “B” configuration. The critical step of staple formation occurs when the anvil 
and sleigh are pushing staples upward and simultaneously the anvil pockets are guiding the staples into the B-shape 
formation. The staples are designed to be inert and are generally regarded as benign; however, slippage between the 
stapler surface and tissue during firing may lead to malformation of the staple. Malformed staples and their consequences 
have been reported in the scientific literature.29,30 Malformed staples can potentially cause detrimental adverse effects 
during surgery or post-operatively. Complications of malformed staples may include bleeding or the reopening of an 
incision if the staple line is not complete or does not hold.8

Although the thickness of gastric wall varies in patients, the thickest part is on antrum, which follows the body and 
fundus in a gradient manner.17 Using a pre-compression period of 15 seconds, the strength of TBGST reloads along with 
enhanced glass fiber technology secure tissue firmly to provide optimum B-shape staple formation. We used Staple Form 
Quality (SFQ), a 5-point grading scale (Figure 2), to evaluate the B-shape formation of each staple. In our study, on 
gastric wall with compressed thickness in range 3.0–3.3 mm, Echelon+ TBGST produced the fewest malformed staples 
(0.6%), compared to Reach Anzhi (7.1%, p < 0.001) and Fulbright Lunar (18.6%, p < 0.001). TBGST staple design is 
intended to overcome resistance of thick or rigid tissue and provide good formation with minimal chance of staple leg 
displacement from the pockets. Selecting the correct staple height, and an effective stapler/reload design is critical in the 
effort to reduce leaks31 and bleeding.15 In addition, the Echelon+ TBGST stapler is designed to decrease the firing speed 
when it engages thick tissues and slows down due to dynamic firing technology. The slower speed helps to improve the 
capture and formation of staples leading to fewer malformed staples. Better staple formation may be responsible for the 
higher leak pressures/lower rates of leakage observed in both bronchial and colon tissues.

The Gripping Surface Technology (GST) in TBGST reloads is designed to minimize tissue creep, while compression 
force is being applied. Since the GST 60 stapler was approved by the FDA in 2014 and the GST 45 stapler in 2016, GST 
has been added to several stapler reloads and used not only in GI tissues but also in general, thoracic, urologic and 
pediatric procedures on both non-vascular and vascular targeting tissues.32–35 The Echelon+ TBGST Stapler has an 
advanced anvil curvature as well as wide, tapered staple pockets that are designed to improve the capture and formation 
of staples when the stapler is fired. In addition to glass fiber technology, stapler design has continued to evolve with 
TBGST reloads which are designed to provide optimal staple formation even on thick tissue.

The benefit of the advanced design of the Echelon™+ stapler with Thunderbird reloads is more pronounced while 
stapling in thick and challenging tissues, such as stomach or bronchus. There are two key features of the new design. First, 
Thunderbird reloads have enhanced glass fiber technology in the sled and driver for enhanced strength which is designed to 
provide optimal B-shaped staple formation. Secondly, Echelon+ TBGST is designed to decrease the firing speed while 
engaging thick tissues. This dynamic firing helps to improve the tissue capture and optimize staple formation.

In our study, TBGST green reloads with a target stapling height of 2.0–3.3mm were applied for bronchial closure. The 
compressed thickness of porcine bronchus 3.0–3.3mm was up to the high limit of green reloads. TBGST green reloads 
showed sufficient safety and performance with 0.0% air leak at the 88 mm Hg criterion. In the comparison of onset colon 
fluid leak pressure, consistent with the result of SFQ testing, the fluid leak pressure for ECHELON+ stapler with TBGST 
reloads was significantly higher than that for Reach Anzhi and Fulbright Lunar, with significantly lower leak rates below 
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the 30 mmHg criterion. This test mimics the methylene blue leak test to test colonic anastomotic leak intraoperatively,36 

and may provide insight to clinical performance.

Limitations of the Study
Even though thick and rigid tissue, such as gastric wall, colon, and bronchus, were tested in this study, this is an ex vivo 
study within a controlled experimental environment. Because this is an ex vivo study, intra-operative and post-operative 
bleeding could not be evaluated based on the model. An in vivo study will be explored to further assess the preclinical 
performance of tested devices.

Conclusion
Over the last several decades significant stapler technology advancements have occurred. Recent advancements in 
Ethicon Echelon+ TBGST stapler and reload include gripping strength technology and enhanced tissue management 
during powered firing with glass fiber technology. The stapler and reload design augments the stabilization of tissue 
which has demonstrated a decrease in the number of staple-line interventions and resulted in fewer hemostatic 
complications compared to standard stapler cartridge reloads in sleeve gastrectomy procedures.12,14 The use of powered 
staplers has been associated with decreased hospital costs as well as improved clinical outcomes.37–39

Proper formation of each staple is the fundamental guarantee of staple-line integrity and therefore strength. The 
Echelon+ TBGST Stapler with Thunderbird reloads produced fewer malformed staples and had as high or higher leak 
pressures in bronchus and colon tissue compared to similar competitor stapling systems in benchtop analyses. Clinical 
studies are needed to confirm these results.
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